Meet MDPI during the International Open Access Week 2015 at the Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources Research (Beijing) on 26th of October 2015.

We will present “20 years of Open Access publishing” to young scientists and scholars.

**When & where:**
- October 26, 2:00-5:00 pm
- Room 2209, Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources Research, CAS, No. 11 Datun Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing

**Agenda:**
- Introduction to Open Access Publishing
- A MDPI Managing Editor will give a presentation to introduce MDPI editorial process (pre peer review screening by managing editor and academic editor, peer review, revision, decision, production etc)
- External scholars (final names to be decided) share his/her publishing and editorial experience (as author, reviewer or academic editor) with MDPI.
- Q&A

For registration, please contact Annie Zhao, MDPI Marketing Manager (China): annie.zhao@mdpi.com, phone +86 10 8152 1170